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DEAR READER,
This is the final production of the original run of 5 daily newspapers coinciding with the IMPACT 8
conference and related events around Dundee. A privilege writing for you.
GENERATORprinthouse will probably convene and produce more papers in the gallery space to be
published irregularly & online between now and September 22nd. Again, these will be e-papers will be
available on our ‘online exhibition’, that is our project blog.
The project blog itself: wwwanyoneincapableoftakingsidesshouldsaynothing.wordpress.com
will continue to host artworks and art writings from invited participants as well as anyone wishing to
contribute to our discussions, along side being the ‘home’ of past – and future- issues of ‘The E.G’.
According to Alex Niven, our Wednesday issue ‘guest editor’, he claims there could be found no better
writing than the writing found on many of the best blogs in the late 00’s. Many of these writers have
‘defected’ from say Blogspot or Wordpress to Twitter now. It is this quality writing we hoping to facilitate
on our projected ‘long term’ art blog once this exhibition has finished.
What is this ‘long term’ blog? The idea is that the ‘new’ blog will be a home more generally for ‘critical
discourse’ and generally art minded writing. Our Press team will inherit the blog after the 22nd
September. We at generator sincerely hope to aid the facilitation of a local art blog: the team will take
on this challenge after the project (but we’d envisage them probably wanting to change the URL name
to something a little more catchy…)
Likewise if you would be interested in helping run this projected ‘long term’ art blog dedicated to ‘critical
writing’ then please get in touch with GENERATOR.
Undercurrents have been in the gallery working with our Press team: the outcomes of which will be
documented in this issue. They will explain what they are up to better themselves in this issue later. You
can find out more about them anyway by following the link: http://undercurrentsmagazine.tumblr.com/
Our exhibition in the physical gallery will run normal hours 12-5pm Thurs-Sun from now until 22nd
September. We will invite various artists in to help them facilitate what they want ‘published’.
The only question –and it remains maybe even insurmountable- is to find a new name to replace the
phrase ‘critical discourse’ with so that we - as artists- can talk of things intelligently, but not academically.
‘Critical discourse’ seems a bit ‘lofty’ and less immediate than to which we are aiming to achieve with
our long-term blog project. Any stabs at an answer please send this way…
Originally, we expected our interns to be out and visit the IMPACT conference every day It was on. One
of the aims of the paper was to ‘extract’ information that may be deemed valuable to artists around
Dundee who wanted to go but were financially unavailable to do it. However, our press team – made
up of local artists themselves- have taken up the offer of free press passes only occasionally. Why?
Perhaps they weren’t interested, or perhaps it was too much fun here? Maybe there were resisting
what we were telling them was valuable? Maybe we’re terrible authority figures? Whatever reason,
I’m glad in a way as the experiences and writings developed on a more personal, and less ‘reportage’
direction. We have fulfilled our goal of providing space for critical discourse and relating to a specific
topic to guide our ‘exhibitions’ this month.

James Lee, GENERATORcommittee
&
Undercurrents Magazine

The GENERATOR Printhouse Complaints Commission 30
Minute Code of Conduct
The Public Cultural Interest
There will be exceptions to clauses in every case, which can be demonstrated
to be in the public cultural interest, which is a non-uniform category.
1. The public cultural interest includes:
i) Detecting, exposing and supporting shifts and change
ii) Approaching culture as that which promotes individual and collective
agency
iii) Promoting transparency and integrity to allow ‘misleading’ to be
recognised or disputed
2. There is a public interest in speech and communicability, which implies an
imperative to discuss the discrepancies of shared language
3. The public interest is invoked in every case, and will yet remain largely
unknown to the author, requiring that the writer think about or demonstrate
who for, and with whom, and what has been established at the time.
4. All work will be assumed already in the public domain, but in each case
filtered or focused through or upon.
5. In cases involving children under 16, editors must demonstrate an
exceptional public interest to over-ride the normally paramount interest of
the child.

Documentation of the
Undercurrents workshop in
gallery.

RULES FOR TODAY’S ISSUE
Words by Undercurrents
Undercurrents is the printed home for an expanding network of artists and writers based in
Glasgow and beyond. Published quarterly, Undercurrents provides a democratic space for
critical and creative thinking, by supporting and charting the development of ideas by emerging
and established creative souls. Featuring both visual art and the written word, each issue is
carefully curated so as to spark unforeseen conversations and accidental dialogues.
We were invited to Dundee by Generator Projects to conduct a workshop exploring the
relationship between digital and analogue media in visual art and wider culture.
Rules.
1. 30 minutes writing time.
2. At the end of each 30 minutes, whatever is written is printed.
3. At the beginning of the next 30 minutes participants must begin a new piece of writing.
4. The 30 minutes is to be used purely for writing, not research.
5. There will be five 30 minute sessions
We wanted to take an approach to producing an analogue book that employed the structures,
methods and rhizomatic behaviour of information and information production in the digital
world. The idea was to create a publication as it was written, turning it into an object in flux, a
document of evolving ideas that itself is between existing and disappearing.
undercurrentsinfo@gmail.com
undercurrentsmagazine.tumblr.com

Digital Infinity
A blank page can do millions of things.
A blank webpage can do infinitely more.

http://katychristopherblank.tumblr.com

FREELANCE
Words by Claire Briegel

free-lance
independent or uncommitted in politics or personal life.1
earning a living in such a way:
• working free
• working for free
• working for a fee
writing free-lance:
• flexibility in practice: writing about what we like and what we don't
• flexibility in pragmatics: writing when we want for who we want (or not
writing for anyone at all)
• writing without flexibility (self-imposed?)
• integrity (work at the forefront of attention rather than relationships with
colleagues etc)
• having less integrity – detached from work
free-lance friendship:
• writing without too much emotional attachment – writing on spontaneity and
rush
• writing with strong emotional attachment (including some 'personal
transparency')
• writing to offend
• writing not to offend
• not writing at all (for fear of offending)
• missing staff parties, coffee breaks, drinks after work
• having more time for social 'life' (when you want it)
living free-(lance):
• being responsible (for self, others)
• being irresponsible and unaccountable
• writing own code of conduct
• approaching conduct without codes
• having to report back via email
• not being able to go on 'holiday'
• being pressured and stressed
• being less pressured and stressed
free(lance)-sourcing:
• accessing resources at own will
• resourcing own sources
• not having access to 'staff' resources
• working with what is already there
• working with limitations
• using gmail to send emails
• getting back ache

1 open-sourced dictionary definition of free-lance
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RECYLCE AND REUSE
Words by Katy Christopher
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Documentation of the Undercurrents
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SYMBOLS, SOLIDARITY AND FOOTBALL

Words by Georgia Horgan
As part of the GENERATOR Printhouse talks
series, music journalist and blogger Alex Niven
discussed how the apparent lack of any
distinct counter-culture could be the root of
the weakness of leftist ideals in contemporary
politics, and the resulting apathy in the face
of the neo-liberal consensus. The sixties had
hippies; the seventies had punks; the nineties
had rave culture; yet post two thousand, there
seems to be little evidence of a popular or easily
definable youth movement.
What was important about these movements
as regards to politics was that they were a
rallying point for mass resistance, which the
nodal, individualistic social networking generation
seems to be going without. Despite the ideals and
possibilities of computer utopianism, it could be
argued that the expanding horizons of constant
communication are creating chaos as opposed
to self-organizing resistance. A good example
could be the aftermath of the 2011 London
riots; although social networking organized the
dissent, the lack of cohesive agenda or strategy
meant that whatever opposition was formed
quickly faded back into obscurity.
Despite an apparently hopeless situation, Niven
gave an example of a contemporary model of
grass roots resistance from, of all places, club
football. With all its giant pay packets, multimillion pound transactions and enormous media
influence football could be considered “the belly
of the beast” of neoliberal capitalist society, and
probably the last place you would expect to see
anything resembling any sort of leftist activity. Yet
the growing trend of fans setting up “supporters’
trusts” is promoting bottom-up management
of teams, in a style resembling trade unions.
Supporters’ trusts are democratic, not-forprofit organizations that aim to influence the
running of the club by buying shares or gaining a
seat on the board, thus distributing power away
from singular owners back down to the fans.

Some supporters’ trusts have managed to buy
their teams outright, such as Portsmouth FC,
Exeter FC and AFC Wimbledon.
Another example of leftist activity within the
unlikely realm of football is the German team
St. Pauli, from Hamburg. During the Impact 8
conference held in Dundee this week, in the
lecture ‘Print at Protest’ Catherine Tedford
discussed the team’s anti-fascist campaigning
through the use of stickers, which feature images
of Che Guevara, the Jolly Rodger and the fist
punching the swastika as illustrated here.
The team prides itself on its anti-fascist, antisexist and anti-homophobic principles. The
football team creates a point of solidarity for
the fans beliefs, creating a structure where their
beliefs can make a difference through collective
influence. For example, St. Pauli has the largest
number of female supporters of any German
football club; and, as a result of supporters
protest, adverts for the men’s magazine Maxim
were pulled from the stadium due to the
magazine’s sexist representation of women.
The team’s stickers, a more ‘old school’ method
of pirate campaigning, resonate with traditional
left wing models emerging within club football.
As opposed to being nodal and individualistic
like organization through social networking,
the stickers, team badges or slogans create a
common, identifiable sign uniting the fans. It is
identifiable and uniting signs (in this case football
teams and their associated paraphernalia)
that create organized counter-culture. As
Niven suggests, cohesive counter-culture is
what needs to emerge to create an effective
point of resistance. Perhaps football may not
be the definitive answer, but they certainly
demonstrate the effectiveness of solidarity in
support of Niven’s theory. The only question
remains, is if not football, what resistance should
rally around.

Five thirty-minute time slots have elapsed.
Fifteen pieces have been produced within the
gallery. Another has reached us via email.
Threads have been developed, found, lost,
and found again – the restrictions placed upon
production seem to have been confounded
and liberated in turn.
With each writing session, an increasingly
abstract approach to discussions of Internet
culture and digital modes of disseminating
information appears to have emerged. Laid
out, each piece is self-contained, yet follows an
instinctive thread from its predecessor that is
sometimes identifiable, sometimes obscured.
These non-linear written pieces will now be
subjected to the fixed chronology of a printed
publication, to be compiled in the coming days.
If you liked the kinds of questions we have been
asking, we at The E.G would like to put you in
the following (Youtube based) direction. These
are some of the key ideas and concerns that
have been filling our heads this week. So what
have we been investigating? We are looking
at the political implications of digital publishing
and the dissemination of information & how
controlled or free it can be.

Mark fisher:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jw9dyGEVYUA
Slavoj Zizek:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RnTQhIRcrno
David Simon:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MHPxofaCpMY
Dan Hind:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G9qvL2NNvao

